Services 2022/2023

Founded in 2012, BBDouro is a Sailing Academy and a quality maritime-turism operator, recognized for its
excellence and focused on promoting and developing sailing as a sport accessible to all. In order to create, in the
north of Portugal, a specialized company in events and sportive activities in the nautical market, BBDouro aims to
become a reference in the sailing instruction and training offered services, developing programs according to the
needs of each client. In this context, the activities are targeted for two kinds of public: private and corporate.
Our team is composed by Skippers trained by the Portuguese Sailing Federation with experience in the practice
and teaching of the sport. BBDouro’s collaborators have as main concern the safety on board, followed by the
passion for the sport and the good mood, creating a pleasant environment among those who practice the sailing
sport.
BBDouro has taken on the challenge of promoting a better life for all. We take it very seriously with our Family,
Employees and Customers, and we want to do more and better. For this reason, we have been adopting several
measures that we believe to have a positive impact and that we will continue to monitor, while looking for new ways
to combat the disparities that we feel exist, through innovation and effectiveness.
BBDouro is located at Douro Marina, the biggest marina between Cascais and the North of Spain, a landmark in
the northern region of Portugal and within walking distance from the famous Ribeira de Gaia and from the historic
center of Porto.
It’s with the help of the prestigious institutions with which we have established partnerships that we kept growing.
The advertinsing and promotion of the image of our sponsors accompanies us in each new challenge.

BBDOURO GROUP:

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY:

PARTICULAR SERVICES
ADULT SAILING ACADEMY
Courses at weekends for adults with or without practice who
pretend to sail, with different levels. The investiment includes
a manual to support the whole theory administered over the
course, to help improving your technique. There are also private
lessons for those who want to benefit from a more dedicated
and individual training.
Iniciation/Perfectioning: 290€ pack of 8 lessons of 3h30 each*
Private lessons: 80€/lesson of 2h30*

JUNIOR SAILING ACADEMY
Douro Marina Sailing Academy powered by BBDouro, is the
largest sailing academy, at Douro River, for children between 5 and
13 years, who wish to learn to sail. Here, learning is promoted as
well as all the values associated with adolescence and with sport.
The first class is offered for trial, without compromise.
55€/month, 1x per week (3h)*
65€/month, 1x per week (6h)*
Single lesson: half day 20€* | all day 30*

SIGHTSEEING TOUR
Go on a tour on our boat and get to know some of the most
beautiful monuments of the city seen from the Douro River. Each
ride has a maximum capacity of 12 people.
Motor navigation: 40€/person or 55€/person on sunset schedule*
Sailing navigation: 55€/person*
Minimum capacity: 4 people
Duration: 2h00
Exclusivity fee: 100€*
Visit to Caves Ferreira: 20€*

SPEED TOUR
Join us on an adventure of 30 minutes and meet Porto by boat.
We want to provide you moments of adrenaline and velocity while
you enjoy the views of the riverside area of Porto and Gaia. Sea
experiences are dependent on weather conditions.

40€ per person*
Minimum capacity: 4 people

Service adapted to people with disabilities and /or reduced mobility.

* Addition of VAT at the legal rate. | Value includes skipper.

PARTICULAR SERVICES
SAILING TRIALS
Experience the unique feeling with some adrenaline from sailing.
Take the opportunity of participating in the maneuver and driving
a sailboat and enjoy the magnificent landscapes of coastal areas
of Vila Nova de Gaia and Porto. You can also book a visit to one of
the most well known port wine cellars.
50€/person or 75€/person with the visit to Caves Ferreira included*
Duration: 2h30

BOAT RENTAL
BBDouro has several types of boats for rent with skipper. Spend a
day aboard one of our boats and have fun with your friends.

Sailing vessel (14 pax) - All day: Low Season 750€* | High Season 950€
Semi-rigid (12 pax) - Half day: 275€ | All day: 400€*
Sailing vessel 7,5m (5 pax) - Half day: 200€ | All day: 300€*
Laser Bahia (5 pax) - Half day: 100€ | All day: 175€
Dart 16 / Laser Pico (2 pax) - Half day: 60€ | All day: 100€

CUSTOMIZED PROGRAMS
Programs adapted to customer needs. Are examples, in
addition to all the services provided:
· Bachelor parties
· Wedding proposals
· Parties

· Meals
· Stayovers
· Business Meetings

Price on request*

NAUTICAL COURSES
The goal of this Nautical School is to contribute for the training
and accreditation of the sailors of our Academy as well as all of
those who are not our clients, in order to increase the number of
qualified recreational navigators in the north of Portugal.
Basic Skipper: 350€
Local Skipper: 600€
Coastal Skipper: 700€
License Renovations: 100€

Service adapted to people with disabilities and /or reduced mobility.

* Addition of VAT at the legal rate. | Value includes skipper.

CORPORATE SERVICES
TEAM BUILDING / REGATTA
Sailing, a sport where the team is a fundamental valence, is the only
nautical activity which encourages the development of extensive
skills such as effectiveness in teamwork, leadership, communication
between team members, motivation and importance of decision
making process, all simultaneously. The capacity is 5 people per
boat. We also offer Team Challenges for bigger groups.
Half day: 350€ per boat+ 175€ support boat*
All day: 550€ per boat + 250€ support boat*

CUSTOMIZED PROGRAMS
BBDouro has services tailored to the needs of your team. From
multi-boat combined programs, onshore and onboard catering
services, meeting/event room rental. Contact us to learn more about
our programs.

Price under consultation*

SERVIÇOS NÁUTICOS
FOR YOUR BOAT
Having as partners the best and most professional companies in
the industry, if needed, we know who to call to solve any problem
you have with your boat in the most efficient way.

Price on request*

Service adapted to people with disabilities and /or reduced mobility.

* Addition of VAT at the legal rate. | Value includes skipper.
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